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1 
SINGAPORE 
A TRIP TO THE FUTURE 
From its immersive airport art to its hyperengineered skyline, the urban state offers a sci-fi vision for 
the present day.  

The Mirror Maze in Jewel Changi Airport was designed by the puzzlemaker Adrian Fisher, who also created the 
airport’s hedge maze. 



The Rain Vortex, in the Jewel, is the world’s tallest indoor waterfall, at 130 feet. 

Depictions of the future, whether dystopian or utopian, skew to the aggressively artificial: fluorescing 
cityscapes, interiors gleaming with stainless steel. Singapore, the tiny ultramodern city-state, advances 
another interpretation, one that has spawned one of the world’s biggest glass greenhouses, a grove of 
hundred-foot-tall futuristic “supertrees” that mimic photosynthesis with photovoltaic cells (at night, 
the branches emit a neon glow) and the world’s largest rooftop infinity pool. This is the future as 
hyperreal and lushly disorienting, a pseudonatural vision of the 21st century. 

The latest incarnation is the Jewel, which opened at Changi Airport this spring and is billed as a 
“multidimensional retail journey that is set against a garden backdrop.” The bundt-cake-shaped 
structure glows invitingly between the airport’s terminals, on top of what was once a parking lot. The 
architect, Moshe Safdie, was inspired by the psychedelically verdant worlds in “Avatar” when 
conceiving the glass-and-metal building, a fitting habitat for beautiful, branded environments. World 
travelers wander through the Jewel’s two mazes (one made of hedges, the other of mirrors) or exercise 



their legs with a stroll across the Manulife Skynets, a mesh walkway stretched more than 80 feet in the 
air. Its centerpiece is the HSBC Rain Vortex, a cascade of rainwater that pours through an oculus in 
the roof and plummets 130 feet into a basement tank. It is the largest indoor waterfall in the world; at 
night, it’s the backdrop to a light-and-sound show. Encircling the Vortex is the Shiseido Forest Valley, 
a four-story terraced garden with thousands of plants from around the world. 

It makes a bleak kind of sense that a country waging an existential battle against rising sea levels would 
come up with fantastical approximations of nature. As for what it’s like for visitors, the photographs 
of Matthew Pillsbury offer a clue, while evoking the dreamy liminal state of travel. Individuals blur 
into one another as they move within these optimized and extravagant unnatural natural spaces, 
subsumed by the experiences and environments constructed for them. The blurred masses seem less 
substantial, less vivid, indeed less real than the mesmerizing, climate-controlled city they move within. 

The infinity pool atop the Marina Bay Sands floats more than 600 feet above Singapore; it has become a famous selfie 
spot for resort guests. 



 
The Cloud Forest at Gardens by the Bay is a 115-foot artificial mountain covered in non-artificial tropical vegetation. 

 

 
The Hedge Maze, designed by Adrian Fisher, is Singapore’s largest. 



Travelers bounce and roll on a giant net suspended 26 feet above the airport floor. 

The Supertree Grove at Gardens by the Bay. 

Matthew Pillsbury is a photographer known for long exposures. His work will be shown at the Edwynn 
Houk Gallery in New York in November. He has photographed a number of features in the magazine, 
including an article about WeWork offices around the world, two separate portfolios on Tokyo and two 
articles in a special issue about life above 800 feet. Rachel Monroe is the author of “Savage Appetites.” 
She last wrote an article for the magazine about the art collective Meow Wolf and the future of the 
experience economy. 
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